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Eid Mubarak &
Greetings on World Environment Day

We are indebted to all our Partners and Patrons on the auspicious occasions today, when we have completed one year of our PARTNERS PAGE, which started on 16th June 2018 after a lot of brainstorming on its layout & formatting. We thank all of you for your constant help and cooperation to expand our Network farther across the length and breadth of this country.

Now we solicit your continued support to extend it further in requesting your contacts across India to be enrolled as new members of VIKASH-SAMUKHYA during the coming months. In this way, you can very well support our Consortium to reach greater heights in near future.

Look forward to getting your uninterrupted support & goodwill for next one year and beyond.
PARTNERS PAGE

Completed One Eventful Year Today !!!

- Nearly 100+ CSO Partners participated in showcasing their on-field activities on 17 SDGs through last 12 issues by publishing 800+ photographs
- News about AWARDS, REWARDS, PRESS CLIPPINGS, etc. of 20+ CSO Partners published from time to time apart from other useful information on achievements of SDGs in India

Consortium Membership: List Updated

1. Ad hoc Members: 205
2. Provisional Members: 102
3. Regular Members: 163
4. Prime Members: 008

Total: 478
Our Program Sectors:
(Control + Click each sector for further details)

Health & Family Welfare
Nutrition & Food Security
Formal & Non-formal Education
Livelihood Opportunities & Skill Development
Agriculture & Animal Husbandry
Information & Communication Technology (ICT)
Renewable Energy & Clean Environment
Climate Change & WASH
Partnerships & Networking

AIHMS-Global
Committed to Working Together with our 478 CSO Partners until the 17 SDGs are achieved for India
AESO conducted a Mass Awareness Campaign on Poverty, Population, Programs & Policies in Mewat, Haridwar with all stakeholders including public & private service providers.
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LKBK conducted a Block Level Leadership Workshop with Women Leaders on Empowerment Processes with gatekeepers, public & private service providers, PRI Members, etc. in Odisha
SDG-3: Good Health & Wellbeing

EKTÁ conducted Maternal Health Check-up Camps for ANC & PNC in Rural Outreach Areas of Odisha with Healthcare Providers as well as took pledge with the young adolescents to prevent Child Marriage.
LKSK observed the Menstrual Hygiene Management Day on 28th May 2019 with the Adolescent Girls & young Women in Pakur District of Jharkahnd
JJSS has conducted Capacity Building Workshops for Rural Couples of Reproductive Health Age Group in Uttar Pradesh on different Family Planning Methods and Choice of Contraceptives
KJKS conducted and participated in both District & State Level Yoga Competition last month to achieve Good Health and Wellbeing for the School Students with state & corporate sponsorships in West Bengal.
PDAMSMS has observed the “Menstrual Hygiene Management Day” in West Bengal with Adolescent Girls, Healthcare Providers and Community Stakeholders of the state with the Local & State sponsorships.
SSDHES has organized Mobile Health Camps in Rajasthan villages by trained Healthcare Providers and Paramedical Workers of the state with the Corporate sponsorship of Mahindra Group.
UPVHA has conducted a number of Refresher Training Programs & Stakeholders Workshops for Healthcare Providers and Program Managers at the District level in the state of Uttar Pradesh.
SDG-4: Quality Education

GKSSS has organised Stationery Kit Distribution to Poor Students in and around Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh to encourage them for School Enrolment & Continuation Program in the state.
GONAS is conducting Quality Education Programs for Poor Students in villages of West Bengal to encourage them becoming self-reliant.
SF has organized a number of Women Self-help Groups in Uttarakhand and has built their capacities on Financial Literacy and Livelihood options.
PRASTUTEE conducted Skill Development Training Programs for young rural Women in Odisha on modern agricultural skills to make them self-reliant with help of state government & through sponsorship of NABARD
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CEEO has conducted a Business Awareness Program in Jammu & Kashmir to connect stakeholders and social entrepreneurs to good consumer practices for sustainable economic growth in coming years.
GRNSS has conducted Skill Development Training Programs for young Women in a Backward District of Gujarat on a number of vocations to make them self-reliant with the help of different stakeholders.
MLC has promoted Organic Farming for rural and tribal people of West Bengal and encouraged the tribal children to learn Alchiki script to write in their local tribal dialect through Job Card.
KJKS, West Bengal has conducted Public Rallies with Children in and out of Schools on issues of Child Marriage and Child Protection with the help of Humming Bird Foundation, United Kingdom.
KJKS, West Bengal has distributed Nutritious Food Packets, Water Bottles & other basic necessities to Poor and affected Women & Children of Odisha after FANI Cyclone in the Eastern Coastal Districts of the State.
KAQCS has distributed Nutritious Food Packets to Poor Families and Senior Citizens during the auspicious month of Ramadan in Murshidabad District of West Bengal.
SF organized Voter Awareness Campaigns in Gorakhpur District of Uttar Pradesh to promote total voting by eligible citizens in Elections-2019
VPB organized Voter Awareness Campaigns in Rural Districts of Bihar to promote maximum polling by eligible voters in Elections-2019
AIHMS-Global & VIKASH-SAMUKHYA participated in a number of Corporate Sponsored Seminars & Conferences at New Delhi during May 2019
The efforts of JJSS in Uttar Pradesh on Women Empowerment has been appreciated by the Local Media Houses of Kanpur for their commitment & dedication in the field of Sustainable Development.
The Case study of a dedicated & committed GKSSS worker Ms Jahan Arah was highlighted by the local media in Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh
Contributors to this issue:
https://www.vikashsamukhya.org/sponsors.html

1. Haryana: Arsan Educational & Social Organization (AESO)
2. Jammu & Kashmir: CEEO
3. Odisha: EKTA
4. Madhya Pradesh: Gopal Kiran Samaj Sevi Sanstha (GKSSS)
5. West Bengal: Gokulpur Nasheat Alliance Society (GONAS)
6. Gujarat: Gujarat Raktapitta Nivaran Seva Sangha (GRNSS)
7. Uttar Pradesh: Jivan Jyoti Shiksha Samiti (JJSS)
8. West Bengal: Kaladanga Al-Qirat Charitable Society (KAQCS)
9. West Bengal: Kanak Jan Kalyan Samiti (KJKS)
10. Odisha: LOK KALA BIKAS KENDRA (LKBK)
11. West Bengal: Mandra Lions Club (MLC)
12. West Bengal: Purulia District Agragami Mahila O Sishu Mangal Samiti (PDAMSMS)
13. Odisha: PRASTUTEE
14. Jharkhand: Lok Kalyan Seva Kendra (LKSK)
15. Uttarakhand: Sumati Foundation (SUF)
16. Uttar Pradesh: Safe Society (SS)
17. Uttar Pradesh: U P Voluntary Health Association (UPVHA)
18. Bihar: Vikas Path Bikram (VPB)
19. Rajasthan: Swajan Social Development & Health Education Samiti (SSDIES)
20. Delhi: AIHMS-Global & VIKASH-SAMUKHYA
Afterthoughts:

With this issue of our Monthly Newsletter PARTNERS PAGE, we have successfully completed one eventful year and entered the next year with a lot of hope and aspiration.

The next Special issue will be published on the auspicious occasion of Rath Yatra (Car Festival), 4th July 2019 with the details of our 478 CSO Partners in different states of India as well as a few milestones of our present and past achievements.

Herewith, we solicit your total Commitment & Devotion to take it forward into another eventful year of its “Progress & Prosperity” in 2019-20.

~Dr. Surendra Kumar Mishra
For 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with 478 CSO Partners all over India
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